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ON THE STABILITY OF THE ABRAMOV TRANSFER FOR
DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS OF INDEX 
 
THOMAS PETRY
y
Abstract  The transfer of boundary conditions for ordinary di erential equations developed
by Abramov  is a stable method for representing the solution spaces of linear boundary value
problems Instead of boundary value problems matrixvalued initial value problems are solved
When integrating these di erential equations the inner independence of the columns of the solution
matrix and hence of the solutions of the resulting linear system of equations remains valid
K Balla and R Marz have generalized Abramovs transfer for homogenized index  di erential
algebraic equations 	
In this article a direct version of the Abramov transfer for inhomogeneous linear index
di erentialalgebraic equations is developed and the numerical stability of this method is proved
Key words  di erentialalgebraic equations boundary value problems transfer of boundary
conditions stability
AMS subject classications  	
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 Introduction Already since Lagrange       it has been known from
the theory of ordinary regular dierential equations that the solution space Mt  
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In case the m  kmatrix C
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has full row rank k  m then the k  mmatrix  
has full column rank k The solution space Mt 
 ker 
T
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
is now
m kdimensional
In general it cannot be expected that the equation  is easier to integrate
than  In particular as in the numerical calculation of fundamental matrices
the columns of   may become almost linearly dependent Abramov   tried to
nd equations that are numerically easier to solve By the orthogonalization ansatz
 
T
 

  stable equations whose solutions provide a distinct equivalent description
of the space Mt could be constructed Although these equations are nonlinear
they have nice properties First they have a solution on the whole interval which
does not apply eg for the Riccati method in each case   Second they are stable
Moreover the equations also provide  
T
   const ie the columns of  t remain
 
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uniformly linearly independent which is favourable for the numerical realization It is
not necessay to reorthogonalize as in the case of marching techniques or to change the
imbedding as in the case of the Riccati method     on account of numerically
singular fundamental matrices For the reader who is not familiar with Abramovs
transfer method an interesting well known example of a regular ordinary dierential
equation where the Riccati method fails   is considered in section 
In section  fundamental notations are introduced and it is briey shown in which
way the solution spaces of dierentialalgebraic equations can be represented
K Balla and R Marz   have extended Abramovs transfer to index  tractable
dierentialalgebraic equations by means of homogenization In this paper a new
direct approach to inhomogeneous linear DAEs is chosen section  Two possible
transformations of the adjoint DAE are described The rst possibility is the direct
extension of Abramovs method to dierentialalgebraic equations the second one
corresponds to the approach by K Balla and R Marz   The new approach de
scribed in section  allows an easier stability analysis section  with a quantitative
estimation of the error Perturbations of the righthand side can be interpreted as
regular perturbations of the given problem For the approach   such a result has
not been known yet
Numerical experiments are discussed in section 
 Representation of the Solution Spaces We consider the index  tractable
twopoint boundary value problem
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Let Qt be a projector function ontoNt 
 kerAt P t 
 IQt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ity with the index  is characterized by the fact that rankAt 
 const and the matrix
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 Theorem A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 Relations to
other notions of index are presented in  
An important role for the index  tractable DAEs is played by Q
s
 ie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For each pair yt  t of solutions of the equations a and  it holds
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Equation  has the explicit solution
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Here the index i represents either  or 
For the space dened by the equations  satisfying the boundary conditions
b c the initial conditions for   and g in the dierential equations   have
to be chosen appropriately Due to equation  the relations  
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The advantage of the second possibility presented here will be shown in section 
We denote the solutions of the equations   by  
i
 g
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for i 
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ing to the initial conditions a b and c d respectively
The solution space of the initial value problem
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is given by the equations
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with the initial conditions a b and c d respectively
We obtain the solution space of the boundary value problem ac as the
intersection of the solution spaces for i 
   given by the equations a b
Remark   The above representation of the solution space is a generalization
of the case of the ordinary regular di erential equations where A  I and equation
b is trivial because of Q
s
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The function   in equation 
 
 is matrixvalued When solving the initial value
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 
 a resp c numerically the columns of the matrix A
T
  may become
almost linearly dependent This unpleasant phenomenon can be prevented by means
of an orthogonalization process
 Transformation of the Adjoint Equation In this section we introduce
transformations of the inhomogeneous system   which go back to Abramov for
the case of regular ordinary dierential equations eg      
The following approach is chosen
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 it can be taken instead of a together with b
Later we want to choose the transformation  in such a way that it causes the
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 This system of equations has index 
The initial values a b resp c d with  and h instead of   and g remain
valid for the transformed system because the transformation ie a multiplication of
equation  from the left by T
T
 does not change the solution spaces
Let us now consider two possible transformations T  The rst one is a gener
alization of Abramovs transfer     The second transformation is the Abramov
transfer applied to the homogenized index  dierentialalgebraic equation a It
results in the equations obtained by K Balla and R Marz via homogenization  
 First Transformation We try to determine T in such a way that
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By this approach equation  implies for w the condition
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Multiplying the dierential equation a by 
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we have obtained an  in this sense  wellposed nonlinear transfer equation general
izing Abramovs approach from regular dierential equations to dierentialalgebraic
equations with index  immediately
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From the numerical point of view the second choice of the initial values c
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a system containing the unit matrix as the coecient matrix has to be solved The
columns of the product A
T
 remain orthogonal
The dierential equation for h b is completely decoupled from the equation
for  a in the sense that it can be solved separately in case there exists a solution
 of a
The existence of a solution  of equation a on the whole interval  t
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proved in   Theorem  The existence of a solution h of b follows from the
fact that  exists as a solution of equation a and thus equation b is a linear
dierential equation wrt h
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Condition  is due to the endeavour for orthogonalization eects for the homog
enized form with enlarged matrices cf   The two equations a and b are
coupled via the matrixW 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The existence of the solutions of the transfer equations a b on the whole
interval  t
 
 t

 was proved for an equivalent formulation in  
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 Algorithm Now we can formulate a new algorithm for the transfer of the
boundary condition for dierentialalgebraic equations
 Solve the equations a b with the corresponding initial conditions
a b or c d on the left resp right boundary of the interval store the
solution values
 Solve the algebraic equations
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wherever the solution is needed
Remark  This algorithm is appropriate for multipoint boundary problems
too
Remark   For the basic problems that is the solution of the di erential and
algebraic equations standard solution methods can be applied
Remark  Numerical methods preserving quadratic invariants eg 	 can
be applied for solving the transfer equations
Remark  For wellposed boundary value problems these linear systems are
uniquely solvable
Remark  For semiexplicit systems the most frequently investigated ones in
the literature eg 
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the transfer equations become simpler because of the structure
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It is immediately obvious that this corresponds exactly to the classical Abramov
transfer for the inherent regular di erential equation However in case of more com
plex structures this does not apply any longer in general as shown by an example in
	
The algebraic equations reduce to
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An analogous consideration with the transformation  provides similar equa
tions
Remark  If one tries to solve nonlinear boundary value problems by means
of quasilinearization and if one applies the transfer method for solving the resulting
systems of linear di erential equations then a modied Newton step is highly appro
priate since only equation b has to be solved in the rst step of algorithm  Due
to the coupling of the equations this does not hold for the second transformation
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 Backward Analysis Now we investigate the stability of our algorithm x 
relative to perturbations of the righthand side of the transfer equations This is
necessary because instead of the exact solutions  h only their approximations
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We perform the stability analysis for the equations a b
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hence as solutions of the equations a b with perturbed righthand side
This method is denoted as backwardanalysis in the literature eg  
In the following we aim at transforming the perturbed system a b into
equations of the form a b with altered matrices B and altered functions f 
It turns out that the following procedure provides the desired result
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As a transfer equation of an index  DAE a b has solutions which
justies our approach on principle
Well how to characterize the error yt  yt more exactly We will give an
answer to this question in the following theorem
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Before we prove this assertion we introduce some useful estimations
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Summing up the estimations  and  provides a boundary for the perturbation
term
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This estimation is sharp because we have equality when choosing the initial values
c for t 
 t
 
 The last inequality in the assertion of the lemma is now obvious
The values for w
 
and v
 
are determined by the initial conditions of the transfer
equation The restriction of the errors 
 
on the compact interval  t
 
 t

 is plausible
too Thus the perturbation term is uniformly bounded Altogether

B and

f are
regular perturbations   of B and f  respectively
Let us now prove theorem 
Proof Let


 


h
 






h

be the solutions of the perturbed transfer equations and
let

B
 


f
 


B



f

be the perturbed coecients and righthand sides respectively
dened by the perturbations 
 
 
 
 

and 


Let y be the solution of a  c Then yt has the following explicit represen
tation  
yt 
 XtS

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t
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Z
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hence a solution of the two initial value problems
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
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holds true consequently y fulls the boundary value problem
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the assertion is
proved
Comparing the original dierentialalgebraic equation a with the perturbed one
 we notice that the relevant subspaces ie the nullspaces of the leading coecient
matrix as well as the solution spaces of the homogeneous equations are identical We
have
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If we consider additionally the state variable systems   Theorem  of the
index  DAE a
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
of  then we see immediately that  represents a regular perturbation of 
Therefore we speak of regularly perturbed dierentialalgebraic equations if the basic
structure is invariant and only the coecients and righthands sides in the basic parts
are subject to smaller perturbations
Hence we notice that the transfer of the boundary conditions a b is
stable in the sense that small perturbations of the righthand side in the transfer
equations represent a regular perturbation of the given index  equation of the same
size
 Numerical Examples The algorithm used for the transfer of the boundary
conditions for the numerical examples reads
 Solve the equations a b with the corresponding initial conditions
a b or c d on the left resp right boundary of the interval store the
solution values
 Solve the algebraic equations

T
i
tAtyt 
 h
i
t i 
  a
Q
s
tyt 
 QtG

tft t   t
 
 t

b
wherever the solution is needed
In order to solve the examples numerically the code TRANSFER developed by
the author has been used This code organizes the integration of the transfer equa
tions in the corresponding directions and after having solved the algebraic equations
it returns the results to the main program at the desired moments The transfer
equations were developed with the aid of programs for the linear algebra from the
NAGlibrary For the integration of the transfer equation the code DASSL    
was used The tolerance for DASSL was chosen as atol 
 rtol 
 D The solution
intervals were subdivided equidistantly and values computed by DASSL were given
at the grid points The linear system of equations a b was solved with an
accuracy of D  at each grid point The program PQ   was used for computing
the projectors
 Example of an Ordinary Dierential Equation We start with a reg
ular dierential equation to show the advantage of the Abramov transfer to those
readers who have not been familiar with this transfer by now The problem   p 
Example  p  Example  reads
y



 cost  	  sint
 	  sint  cost

y 
   
 t 
  
A fundamental matrix for this dierential equation reads
Y t 


cost sint
 sint cost

e
t

 e
t


This representation reveals the dichotomy of the solution space immediately    
For dierent  the solutions rotate with dierent speed The eigenvalues of the matrix
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in equation  are 
p


 

 where  represent the kinematic eigenvalues  
For increasing  the eigenvalues drift away from the kinematic eigenvalues for   
they become imaginary and do not contain any information about the dichotomy
which does not change with 
A general solution of the problem is given by
yt 


cost sint
 sint cost

e
t

 e
t





   R The solution has been computed in the interval     for
 
   
 
In order to formulate the boundary conditions the matrices
C
 

 cost
 
 sint
 
 C


 sint

 cost


have been used For  
  and  	  the problem is wellconditioned then because
the decaying parts of the fundamental solution are controlled by conditions on the left
boundary of the interval and the growing parts by conditions on the right boundary
of the interval The authors of   emphasize that the Riccatimethod does not work
well for  
  and greater  whereas it works well for  
  and greater 
For various pairs of values of  and  the exact solution is of the following form
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
1 . Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
2 . Component
-20
-15
-10
-5
 
   
 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
1 . Component
-20
-15
-10
-5
5
10
15
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
2 . Component
-10
10
20
 
  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0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
1 . Component
-20
-10
10
20
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
1 . Component
-20
-10
10
20
 
   
 
In the rst choice of the initial conditions a b we have considered the
relative errors
error 
 max
i
kyt
i
 yt
i
k

kyt
i
k


where y denotes the exact solution and y the numerical one For the initial values
c d the absolute errors have been computed These errors were of the same
magnitude as the relative errors in case of the other choice of the initial value such
that we can do here without the exact numbers
The relative errors in the computation of the solution in the transfer are shown
in the following table
      

 D D D D D D
 D D D D D D
 D D D D D D
 D D D D D D
 D D D D D D
 D D D D D D
The transfer method provides good results for great  as well as for the sti case
 
 
 An Index  Example The following example has been constructed as a
numerical example of a linear index  equation
By means of the matrices E and F
E 


B
B
B
B

    
    
    
    
    

C
C
C
C
A
 F 


B
B
B
B

    
    
    
    
    

C
C
C
C
A
we can construct A and B as follows
A 
 E  diag      F

 B 
 E  diag  t	  t	  t	 

  F


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The solution y is given by
yt 


B
B
B
B

sint 	 cost
t

	 
e
t
cost  e
t

t	

C
C
C
C
A

The righthand side of the problem q is computed by inserting A B y and y

Ay

	By 
 q
This example is tractable with index  The equations














 


 










 

 y 





 


and



 









 

 y 


 
	


 e




e cos

 
cos 	 sin
have been used as boundary conditions
First we have considered the results of the computation when choosing the initial
conditions according to the equations a b The relative error over all ve
components in the interval    is D 
The variation of the product 
T
AA
T
 was also investigated At the starting time
t 
  a reference matrix was computed and this matrix was used for a comparison
with the above matrix at the actual time Again the relative error was considered
The maximum of relative errors on the solution interval of the  according to theory
 constant matrix was D 
When choosing the initial conditions according to the equations c d we had
the maximal error over all ve components of the solution on the interval D 
The product 
T
AA
T
 was here approximately the unit matrix the maximal
deviations were of the size of the relative errors for the other choice of the initial
values
In the further test examples we obtained similarly good results as those presented
above
Remark  The restriction C
i
P t
i
 
 C
i
is due to the choice of the initial
values for the adjoint equations  
 t
i
 
 P
 s
t
i
 A
T y
t
i
  C
T
i
 L
i

For the considered form of the transfer equations this restriction is essential as the
following simple example will show

 
 

y

	

 
 

y 





 y

 y

 
 
The unique solution reads y
 
 y

  The transfer equations are simplied to




 



 
h

 

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With the initial values a b
 
 P
 s
 A
T y
  C
T
 



 
 



 
 













h 
 
we obtain 

  

 h   which results in y

  and y

  however
If the boundary conditions are only established for the Pcomponents y

 
 
the transfer provides the correct results
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